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Abstract
We approximate a locally unique solution of an equation in Banach spaces using a Newton-like method of R-order three.
Then we apply this method to obtain an existence-uniqueness result for a basic conservative problem given by a nonlinear
boundary-value problem. Next, by means of a discretization method, we approximate the solution of the conservative
problem. c© 2000 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
It is well known that energy is dissipated in the action of any real dynamical system, usually
through some form of friction. However, in certain situations this dissipation is so slow that it can
be neglected over relatively short periods of time. In such cases we assume the law of conservation
of energy, namely, that the sum of the kinetic energy and the potential energy is constant. A system
of this kind is said to be conservative.
If h1 and h2 are arbitrary functions with the property that h1(0) = 0 and h2(0) = 0, the general
equation
m
d2x(t)
dt2
+ h2

dx(t)
dt

+ h1(x) = 0 (1)
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can be interpreted as the equation of motion of a mass m under the action of a restoring force
−h1(x) and a damping force −h2(dx=dt). In general, these forces are nonlinear, and Eq. (1) can be
regarded as the basic equation of nonlinear mechanics. In this paper we shall consider the special
case of a nonlinear conservative system described by the equation
m
d2x(t)
dt2
+ h1(x(t)) = 0; (2)
in which the damping force is zero and there is consequently no dissipation of energy. Extensive
discussions of (1), with applications to a variety of physical problems, can be found in classical
references [1,8].
The method of discretization is used to project boundary value problems of second order obtained
from (2) with the boundary conditions x(t0)=a and x(t1)=b into a nite-dimensional space. In gen-
eral, Newton’s method is applied to these problems to approximate the solution of the corresponding
system of equations.
However, in this paper, we consider a Newton-like method given by
0 = F(xn) + F 0(xn)(yn − xn);
0 = F(xn) + F(yn) + F 0(xn)(xn+1 − xn);
n = 1; 2; 3; : : :
(3)
for solving these problems. Let us briey indicate (for the nite-dimensional case) the importance
of the advantage of this method in contrast with its small disadvantage against Newton’s method:
 Advantage: The convergence of (3) is analysed under the same conditions as Newton’s method,
and the R-order of convergence is three for regular zeros of F (for the Newton method it is two),
 Disadvantage: Eq. (3) requires only one more evaluation of F per step than the Newton method.
In Section 2, a new technique based on a system of recurrence relations is introduced [3,4];
from which the convergence of (3) is guaranteed for any operator F with F 0 satisfying a Lipschitz
condition.
In Section 3, we consider the existence of a unique solution for a second-order dierential equation
of type (2) that we rewrite in the following equivalent form:
d2x(t)
dt2
− (x(t)) = 0: (4)
We will suppose that  is once continuously dierentiable and 0 satises a Lipschitz condition. Then
in order to generate sequence (3) from successive approximations fxng to a solution of (4), starting
with x0 = x0(t), we must be able to solve the nonlinear equations arising from the discretization
of (4).
In addition, a particular case of (4) is considered. The steady temperature distribution is known
in a homogeneous rod of length l in which, as a consequence of a chemical reaction or some such
heat-producing process, heat is generated at a rate (x) per unit time per unit length, (x) being a
given function of the excess temperature x of the rod over the temperature of the surroundings. If
the ends of the rod, t = 0 and t = l, are kept at given temperatures, we are to solve the boundary
value problem given by (4) with the boundary conditions x(0)= a and x(l)= b, measured along the
axis of the rod. For an example we choose an exponential law (x(t))=e x(t) for the heat generation
and x(0) = 0 = x(1) as the boundary conditions.
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On another point, we know that nonlinear dierential equations of the second order can be reduced
to simpler ones by dierent transformations. The prototype of some of them is one of the earliest
examples known, namely, the equation which describes the oscillation of the simple pendulum:
d2x(t)
dt2
+ c2 sin x(t) = 0;
which is usually approximated by
d2x(t)
dt2
+ Cx(t) = 0:
A generalization of this idea is considered here. Taking into account the case mentioned above,
if the power series for e x is now truncated, Eq. (4) with (x(t)) = e x(t) can be written in the form
d2x(t)
dt2
=
NX
k=0
x(t)k
k!
:
2. Convergence analysis for any operator
We analyse the convergence of (3) to a solution x of the equation
F(x) = 0 (5)
in a Banach space X , where F is a nonlinear operator dened on an open convex subset 
 of X
with values in another Banach space Y . To approximate the solution x of (5), we consider (3) in
the form
yn = xn − F 0(xn)−1F(xn);
xn+1 = yn − F 0(xn)−1F(yn); n>0: (6)
Suppose that  0 = F 0(x0)−1 2L(Y; X ) exists at some x0 2 
, where L(Y; X ) is the set of bounded
linear operators from Y in X .
We assume the following conditions:
(C1) k  0 k6,
(C2) k y0 − x0 k = k  0F(x0) k6,
(C3) k F 0(x)− F 0(y) k6K k x − y k; x; y 2 
; K>0.
Let us denote a0 = K and dene the sequence
an+1 = anf(an)2g(an); n>0; (7)
where
f(x) =
2
2− 2x − x2 and g(x) = x
2(x + 4)=8: (8)
Our rst goal is to analyse real sequence (7) to obtain the convergence of sequence (6) dened in
Banach spaces. To obtain the convergence of (6), we have to prove that (6) is a Cauchy sequence.
Firstly, we provide a technical lemma whose proof is trivial.
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Lemma 2.1. Let f and g be two real functions given in (8): Then
(i) f is increasing and f(x)> 1 in (0; 12 );
(ii) g is increasing in (0; 12 );
(iii) f(x)<f(x) and g(x)<2g(x) for  2 (0; 1).
Some properties for the sequence fang given by (7) are now shown.
Lemma 2.2. Let f and g be two real functions given in (8). If a0 2 (0; 12 ) then
(i) f(a0)2g(a0)< 1;
(ii) the sequence fang is decreasing;
(iii) an(1 + an=2)< 1 for all n>0.
Proof. From the hypotheses above, item (i) follows immediately. We show item (ii) by mathematical
induction on n. We can clearly see that 0<a1<a0 follows from item (i) and Lemma 2.1(i). Next,
we suppose that aj <aj−1 for j = 1; 2; : : : ; n. Then
an+1 = anf(an)2g(an)<anf(a0)2g(a0)<an;
since f and g are increasing.
We also have
an(1 + an=2)<a0(1 + a0=2)< 1;
for all n>0, since fang is a decreasing sequence and a0 2 (0; 1=2).
Lemma 2.3. Let us suppose the hypotheses of Lemma 2:2 and dene = a1=a0. Then
(in) an <3
n−1an−1< (3
n−1)=2a0 for all n>2;
(iin) f(an)g(an)<3
n−1f(a0)g(a0) = 3
n−1=f(a0) for all n>1.
Proof. We can prove (in) by following an inductive procedure. As a1 = a0, we have a2 = a1f(a1)2
g(a1)<3a1. If we suppose that (in) is true, then
an+1 = anf(an)2g(an)<3
n−1an−1f(3
n−1an−1)2g(3
n−1an−1)
<3
n−1an−1f(an−1)2(3
n
)2g(an−1) = 3
n
an:
Moreover,
an <3
n−1an−1<3
n−13
n−2an−2<   < (3n−1)=2a0:
In the second case, we observe that
f(an)g(an)<f( (3
n−1)=2a0)g( (3
n−1)=2a0)<3
n−1f(a0)g(a0) = 3
n
=f(a0); n>1:
The proof is complete.
In addition, we observe that taking into account initial hypotheses (C1){(C3) and assuming that
y0 2 
, we have that the iterate x1 is well dened and
k x1 − x0 k6(1 + (K=2) k  0 kk y0 − x0 k) k y0 − x0 k6(1 + a0=2) k y0 − x0 k;
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since
k  0F(y0) k =
∥∥∥∥
Z y0
x0
 0[F 0(x)− F 0(x0)] dx
∥∥∥∥6(K=2) k  0 kk y0 − x0 k2 :
Next, we prove the following items are true for all n>1 by mathematical induction:
(In) k  n k = k F 0(xn)−1 k6f(an−1) k  n−1 k,
(IIn) k yn − xn k = k  nF(xn) k6f(an−1)g(an−1) k yn−1 − xn−1 k,
(IIIn) K k  n kk yn − xn k6an,
(IVn) k xn+1 − xn k6(1 + an=2) k yn − xn k.
We now assume xn; yn 2 
 for all n>0. The proof of this is given in Theorem 2.4. From Lemma
2.2(iii), it follows that
k I −  0F 0(x1) k6 k  0 kk F 0(x0)− F 0(x1) k6K k  0 kk x1 − x0 k6a0(1 + a0=2)< 1:
Hence  1 is dened and k  1 k6f(a0) k  0 k.
Observe that
F(x1) =
Z x1
y0
[F 0(x)− F 0(x0)] dx =
Z 1
0
[F 0(y0 + t(x1 − y0))− F 0(x0)] dt (x1 − y0);
and consequently,
k y1 − x1 k = k  1F(x1) k6f(a0) k  0 kk F(x1) k6f(a0)g(a0) k y0 − x0 k
and (II1) is therefore true. To show (III1), we note that
K k  1 kk y1 − x1 k6K k  0 kk y0 − x0 k f(a0)2g(a0)6a1:
Finally, as above, we easily deduce
k x2 − x1 k6(1 + a1=2) k y1 − x1 k :
Now if we suppose that (In){(IVn) are true for a xed n>1, we can prove (I n+1){(IVn+1) by
induction.
We are now ready to show the following result on the convergence of sequence (3), where we
denote B(x; r) = fy 2 X ; k y − x k6rg and B(x; r) = fy 2 X ; k y − x k<rg.
Theorem 2.4. Let X; Y be Banach spaces and F :
X ! Y be a nonlinear once Frechet dier-
entiable operator in an open convex domain 
. Let us assume that  0 =F 0(x0)−1 2L(Y; X ) exists
at some x0 2 
 and (C1){(C3) are satised. Let us denote a0 = K. Under the conditions of
Lemma 2:2; if B(x0; R)
; where R=(1+a0=2)=(1−); =a1=a0 and =1=f(a0); the sequence
fxng dened in (3) has an R-order of convergence of at least three; and starting at x0 converges
to a solution x of (5): The solution x and the iterates xn and yn belong to B(x0; R). Moreover;
the solution x is unique in B(x0; 2=(K) − R) \ 
. Furthermore; the following error bounds are
obtained:
k x − xn k6

1 +
a0
2
 (3
n−1)=2

( (3
n−1)=2)
n
1− 3n ; n>0: (9)
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Proof. Firstly, we prove that fxng is a Cauchy sequence. From (IIn), we observe that
(1 + an=2) k yn − xn k6(1 + an=2)f(an−1)g(an−1) k yn−1 − xn−1 k
6   6(1 + an=2) k y0 − x0 k
n−1Y
j=0
f(aj)g(aj):
We now have, from Lemma 2.3,
n−1Y
j=0
f(aj)g(aj)6
n−1Y
j=0
(3
j
) =  (3
n−1)=2n;
where = a1=a0< 1 and = 1=f(a0)< 1. So, for m>1 and n>1,
k xn+m − xn k6 k xn+m − xn+m−1 k + k xn+m−1 − xn+m−2 k +   + k xn+1 − xn k
< (1 + an+m−1=2)
n+m−2Y
j=0
f(aj)g(aj) +   + (1 + an=2)
n−1Y
j=0
f(aj)g(aj)
6 (1 + an=2)( (3
n+m−1−1)=2n+m−1 +   +  (3n−1)=2n)
6

1 +
a0
2
 (3
n−1)=2

 (3
n−1)=2 n
1− 3nmm
1− 3n ; (10)
by Bernoulli’s inequality. Thus fxng is a Cauchy sequence.
Similarly, for m>1 and n= 0, we obtain
k xm − x0 k< (1 + a0=2)
 
1 + 
1− (3)m−1
1− 
!
<R: (11)
In addition, from (11) it follows that xm 2 B(x0; R) for all m>0. We similarly have that yn 2
B(x0; R) for all n>0.
To see that x is a solution of (5), we have k  nF(xn) k! 0 as n ! 1. Taking into account
that k F(xn) k 6 k F 0(xn) kk  nF(xn) k and the sequence fk F 0(xn) kg is bounded, we infer that
k F(xn) k! 0 as n!1. Consequently, we obtain F(x) = 0 from the continuity of F .
To prove the uniqueness, let us assume some other solution z of (5) in B(x0; 2=(K)− R) \
.
From the approximation
F(z)− F(x) =
Z 1
0
F 0(x + t(z − x)) dt (z − x) = 0;
we have to prove that the operator
R 1
0 F
0(x + t(z − x)) dt is invertible and then z = x. Indeed,
from
k  0 k
Z 1
0
k F 0(x + t(z − x))− F 0(x0) k dt6K
Z 1
0
k x + t(z − x)− x0 k dt
6K
Z 1
0
((1− t) k x − x0 k +t k z − x0 k) dt < 1;
it follows that [
R 1
0 F
0(x + t(z − x)) dt]−1 exists.
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Finally, by letting m!1 in (10) and (11), we obtain (9) for all n>0. In addition, from (9) it
follows that the R-order of convergence of (6) is at least three, since
k x − xn k< (1 + a0=2)(1=2)(1− )(
1=2)3
n
; n>0:
The proof is complete.
Remark. Note that, under the same initial hypotheses (C1){(C3) as for Newton’s method (see [9]),
we have established a semilocal convergence theorem for iteration (6), whose R-order is three.
3. Application to a nonlinear boundary value problem
An important class of problems for ordinary dierential equations consists of what are called
boundary value problems. A typical example is to nd a solution x 2 C(2)[0; 1] of the rst boundary
value problem given by (4) which satises the boundary conditions x(0)=0= x(1). We assume that
(x) is once continuously dierentiable and satises a Lipschitz condition, so that
[F(x)](t) =
d2x(t)
dt2
− (x(t)) (12)
is a once dierentiable operator from C(2)[0; 1] in C[0; 1] and F 0 also satises a Lipschitz condition.
3.1. Existence of a unique solution
To obtain the existence of a unique solution of (4) by Theorem 2.4, observe that we need to
evaluate K ,  and  from the initial point x0. The rst derivative of F at x = x(t) is
F 0(x)y(t) =
d2y(t)
dt2
− 0(x(t))y(t);
when it is applied to the function y(t). It is assumed that x0 = x0(t) 2 C(2)[0; 1]. To discuss the
convergence of method (6), starting from x0, it is rst assumed that [F 0(x0)]
−1 exists. Indeed, setting
F 0(x0)y(t) =
d2y(t)
dt2
− 0(x0(t))y(t) = w(t);
then, if [F 0(x0)]
−1 exists, y(t) = [F 0(x0)]
−1w(t). So we consider the linear boundary value problem
d2y(t)
dt2
= w(t) + 0(x0(t))y(t); y(0) = 0 = y(1): (13)
Problem (13) may be written in the form of the integral equation of Fredholm type and second kind
[7, p. 14]:
y(t) =−
Z 1
0
G(t; s)[w(s) + 0(x0(s))y(s)] ds; 06t61;
where
G(t; s) =

s(1− t); t>s;
t(1− s); t6s:
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Consider now the operator
[T (y)](t) =−
Z 1
0
G(t; s)0(x0(s))y(s) ds;
and consequently,
[(I − T )(y)](t) = (Gw)(t);
where (Gw)(t) =− R 10 G(t; s)w(s) ds.
Using the norm k x k =max[0;1] jx(t)j for C[0; 1] and denoting M = supt2[0;1] j0(x0(t))j, we have
that the operator T has the bound
k T k6M=8;
so that, by the Banach lemma, there exists (I − T )−1 if M < 8, and consequently,
y(t) = (I − T )−1(Gw)(t):
As
k Gw k6
 
sup
t2[0;1]
Z 1
0
jG(t; s)j ds
!
k w k6 k w k =8;
then [F 0(x0)]
−1 exists and
k [F(x0)]−1 k = k  0 k6 18−M :
Moreover,
k  0F(x0) k6k F(x0) k8−M :
Finally, if K is the Lipschitz constant for 0,
k F 0(x)− F 0(y) k6K k x − y k :
Consequently, a more explicit result on the existence and uniqueness of a solution of (4) is given
in the next theorem, whose proof follows from that of Theorem 2.4.
Theorem 3.1. Following the same notation; let us consider (12); where F :C(2)[0; 1] ! C[0; 1].
Assume that x0 2 C(2)[0; 1] is a point where M = supt2[0;1] j0(x0(t))j< 8.
If
a=
K k F(x0) k
(8−M)2 < 1=2;
where K is the Lipschitz constant for 0; then at least one solution of (4) exists in B(x0; R);
where R = 2(a2 + 2a − 2)=(a2 + 6a − 4). Moreover; this is the only solution in B(x0; r); where
r = 2(2− a)(a2 + 3a− 2)=(a(a2 + 6a− 4)).
Note that the a priori error bounds are those given in (9).
Nonlinear dierential equations of second-order occur frequently in connection with applied prob-
lems, a circumstance which has led to considerable interest in them in recent years. We show here
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the application to a simple example that has been studied by Davis [2], Jerome and Varga [5] and
Keller [6]. The problem is:
d2x(t)
dt2
= e x(t); x(0) = 0 = x(1): (14)
in the space C(2)[0; 1] of all twice Frechet-dierentiable functions with the max-norm. Then
[F(x)](t) =
d2x(t)
dt2
− e x(t): (15)
To obtain a result on the existence and uniqueness of solutions of (14), we rst consider

0 = fx 2 C(2)[0; 1]: k x k< ln 8gC(2)[0; 1] (16)
and take F :
0 ! C[0; 1]. According to standard dierential equation (4), we have (x(t)) = e x(t).
Then, by the Banach lemma,  0 exists and
k  0 k6 18−M ;
where M = supt2[0;1] e
x0(t).
Moreover,
k  0F(x0) k6k F(x0) k8−M
and
k F 0(x)− F 0(y) k68 k x − y k; x; y 2 
0:
Corollary 3.2. Let F :
0C(2)[0; 1] ! C[0; 1]; where 
0 is given by (16) and F by (15). If
x0 2 
0;
a=
8 k F(x0) k
(8−M)2 < 1=2;
where M = supt2[0;1] e
x0(t); and B(x0; R)
0; where R= 2(a2 + 2a− 2)=(a2 + 6a− 4); then at least
one solution of (14) exists in B(x0; R). Moreover this is the only solution in B(x0; r) \ 
0 with
r = 2(a− 2)(a2 + 3a− 2)=(a(a2 + 6a− 4)).
Note. From (14), the solution is a convex function and satises the boundary conditions. We then
consider the simplest case, a second degree polynomial of the form mt(t − 1); m>0, as a rst
approximation to the solution of (14). For simplicity, we choose m = 1, and consequently x0(t) =
t(t − 1). Thus
M = 1 and k F(x0) k62− e−1=4:
Therefore a = 0:199379< 12 and the assumptions of Corollary 3.2 are satised. Hence (14) has a
root x in fu 2 C[0; 1]; k u− t(t − 1) k60:197117g (see Fig. 1) and x is unique in fu 2 C[0; 1];
k u− t(t − 1) k< 1:55288g \ 
0.
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Fig. 1. The existence domain of the solution and the approximated solution.
3.2. Setting up a nite dierence scheme
For the direct numerical solution of boundary value problem (14) we introduce the points
tj = jh; j = 0; 1; : : : ; n, where h = 1=n and n is an appropriate integer. A scheme is then designed
for the determination of values for xj, which we want to approximate the values x(tj) of the true
solution at the points tj. A standard approximation for the second derivative at these points is
x00(tj)  xj−1 − 2xj + xj+1h2 ; j = 1; 2; : : : ; n− 1:
From (4), a natural way to obtain such a scheme is to require that xj satises at each interior mesh
point tj the dierence equation
xj−1 − 2xj + xj+1 − h2e xj = 0: (17)
Since x0 and xn are determined by the boundary conditions, then x0 = 0 = xn and the unknowns in
our case are x1; x2; : : : ; xn−1.
A further discussion is simplied by the use of matrix and vector notation. Introducing the vectors
x =
0
BBB@
x1
x2
...
xn−1
1
CCCA ; ‘(x) =
0
BBB@
e x1
e x2
...
e x n−1
1
CCCA
and the tridiagonal matrix
H =
0
BBBBB@
−2 1 0 : : : 0
1 −2 1 : : : 0
0 1 −2 : : : 0
...
...
...
. . .
...
0 0 0 : : : −2
1
CCCCCA ;
the system of equations arising from the requirement that (17) holds for j = 1; 2; : : : ; n − 1 can be
written compactly in the form
F(x)  Hx − h2‘(x) = 0; (18)
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Table 1
j xj j xj
1 −0:03518763 7 −0:11054777
2 −0:06367092 8 −0:10123089
3 −0:08563815 9 −0:08563815
4 −0:10123089 10 −0:06367092
5 −0:11054777 11 −0:03518763
6 −0:11364698
Table 2
x(0)j = tj(tj − 1) (j = 1; 2; : : : ; 11)
n Newton’s method Iteration (3)
1 6:5  10−4 6:30  10−3
2 2:0  10−8 0:0
where F : Rn−1 ! Rn−1.
As the function e x is nonlinear, one cannot hope to solve the system of equations given in (18)
by algebraic methods. Some iterative procedure must be resorted to.
We now analyse method (3) for this purpose. Notice that the rst derivative of F is now the
matrix
F 0(x) = H − h2
0
BBB@
e x1 0 : : : 0
0 e x2 : : : 0
...
...
. . .
...
0 0 : : : e x n−1
1
CCCA :
Let x 2 Rn−1; B 2 Rn−1  Rn−1, and dene the norms of x and B by
k x k = max
16j6n−1
jxjj; k B k = max
16j6n−1
n−1X
k=1
jbjk j:
Taking into account that we have previously considered x0(t) = t(t − 1), the data for the initial
iterate are chosen as x(0)j = tj(tj−1) (as in [6, p. 319]). After two iterates, the vector x (see Table 1)
is obtained as a solution of scheme (17).
If x is now interpolated, the present approximation xI to the solution of (14) is that appearing in
Fig. 1. Notice that the interpolated approximation xI lies within the existence domain of the solutions
obtained above.
On the other hand, if the errors max16j611jx(n)j − xjj for the iterates (x(n)1 ; x(n)2 ; : : : ; x(n)11 )T, generated
by Newton’s method and iteration (3), are contained in Table 2, the numerical results, using eight
signicant decimal places, indicate that iteration (3) converges faster to the solution x of (17) than
the Newton method. This example illustrates the advantage of iteration (3) against Newton’s method,
that has been cited in the introduction.
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Table 3
x(0)j = tj(tj − 1) (j = 1; 2; : : : ; 11)
n N = 3 N = 6
1 2:50  10−5 4:79  10−6
2 1:83  10−5 0:0
In addition, as we have also mentioned in the introduction, if the power series for e x is now
truncated, problem (14) is reduced to
d2x(t)
dt2
=
NX
k=0
x(t) k
k!
; x(0) = 0 = x(1): (19)
Table 3 contains the errors max16j611jx(n)j − xjj for the iterates (x(n)1 ; x(n)2 ; : : : ; x(n)11 )T generated by
(3) for (19) with N = 3; 6.
The numerical results, using again eight signicant decimal places, do agree quite well with the
fact that the approximations are better if more terms are considered in (19).
Observe that the use of this generalization is interesting from the point of view of system (17)
because it is reduced to a polynomial system.
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